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Low-Dust Plants
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– The Process
Combined denitrification and VOC separation
The DeCONOx process is the combination of a re-
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Functional principle
The two-tower version is the simplest form of this
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peaks of harmful substances in the clean gas.

The World´s
First Semi Dust
Industrial Plant

The new SCR process - „semi-dust crude gas
circuit“ - for NO x separation was implemented
for Lafarge Perlmooser GmbH in Mannersdorf, Austria. It is the world´s first industrial
application of its type for the cement industry.
This plant is designed for an NO x limit value of
200 mg/Nm³.
The kiln exhaust gas is first dedusted in a hightemperature dry electrostatic precipitator and
then passes through the multi-layer catalytic
converter. With the integration of a gas conditioning tower below the catalytic converter for
exhaust gas cooling, the filter inlet temperature
required in direct operation is assured. The dust
separated in the dry electrostatic precipitator
is conveyed back to the exhaust gas flow by
means of a pneumatic dust conveyor pump.
The specified value of 200 mg/Nm³ for the
NO x separation was permanently adhered to,
and from an operational costs perspective,
the values in respect to energy and harmful
substance consumption were even undercut.
Due to the good degree of separation of the
SCR plant - the requisite clean gas value is
achieved with this plant alone - the existing
SNCR plant for the preliminary denitrification
is not necessary. The result is an additional,
considerable savings in operational costs.
Initial catalytic converter analyses indicate a relatively low activity loss after
one year of operation, however more
specific statements can only be
made after extended periods of
operation. A positive side-effect
of this semi-dust circuit: Any
existing organic compounds
are simultaneously broken
down.

The Program For The
Cement Industry
Dedusting
The application spectrum of the basic IMPULS filter product program
with its efficient IMPULS cleaning system and many different variations
ranges from classic dedusting to the filtration of process gases and
hot gas. The IMPULS-COMPACT filter series for so-called “secondary dedusting“ applications is factory pre-assembled, equipped with
hoses and delivered ready for connection, optionally supplemented
with an integrated fan unit and sound suppressor.

EMC
In the last ten years, Scheuch’s EMC filter technology has revolutionized the dedusting process in the cement industry. The technology
was able to set new standards with respect to bag length, pressure
loss, cleaning pressure and the service life of filter bags. The result
has manifested itself in a significant reduction of life cycle costs (LCC).

Exhaust Gas Cooling And Heat Extraction
In order to be able to use economically available filter media for clinker cooler dedusting, an exhaust gas cooling system (air/air heat
exchanger) is used to adjust the gas temperatures to the filter inlet
temperature. The energy amounts released in this process are fed
via heat extraction to a regenerative waste heat recovery system.

Special Fans
These are system-specific designs for achieving maximum efficiency.
With our comprehensive know-how in plant engineering and manufacturing and the assured quality of our own in-house manufacturing
program, Scheuch’s radial fan units guarantee high plant availability
and long service lifetimes.

Life Cycle Service
For high performance levels during the entire life cycle with the services plant analysis and consultation, measurements (dust, pollutants,
noise), repairs, inspection and maintenance, factory overhauls of component groups/exchange program, original spare parts service, and
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